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Product category 
Candleholder

Production process 
Each candleholder is made from cast brass with a 
brushed finish to give it a soft and delicate look.

Environment
Indoor

Materials
Brass

Colours
Brushed Brass

Dimensions (cm/in)
 W: 16.4cm / 6.5in, D: 7.4cm / 2.9in,
H: 23.7cm / 9.3in.

Packaging dimensions
H: 8cm / 3.1in, W: 18.5cm / 7.3in, 
D: 24.5cm / 9.6in.

Weight
Product: 0.63 kg / Incl. packaging: 1.6 kg

Cleaning instructions
Clean with a moist cloth and immediately wipe with 
a soft dry cloth. Avoid placing the product in direct 
sunlight, excessive heat or humidity. Do not use any 
cleaners with chemicals or harsh abrasives as this 
will damage the surface.    
     

 Stock Item
Brushed Brass

W:16.4cm / 6.5in 
D: 7.4cm / 2.9in

23.7cm
 / 9.3in
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Create a meditative moment with Votive, a mounted candleholder by Anderssen 
& Voll.

Torbjørn Anderssen and Espen Voll have built a reputation for their emotionally-
driven designs. This talent can be seen with Votive, a candleholder whose name 
reflects their hope that it’ll encourage regular moments of quiet contemplation in 
the home. 

“We believe that lighting Votive will become a small but nourishing daily practice,” 
says Voll of their ambitions. 

The pair deliberately chose to design an analog piece because it links the 
traditional and the modern. Such an interplay can be seen in Votive’s design, 
which blends its age-old purpose with a strikingly minimalist aesthetic.  
Available in brass, the ‘squircle’-shaped dish is mounted behind a candleholder 
sized for a single tea light. When lit, the effect is a soft, glowing light that 
encourages a meditative state. 

“Place the Votive next to a kitchen table, in a hallway, or by your bed” suggests 
Voll. “We believe that the ritual of lighting it, as well as the contemplative 
character of its warm light, should direct your thoughts on where it belongs in 
your home.”

Since establishing Anderssen & Voll in 2009, the Oslo-based creative duo have 
been credited with putting Norway on the global design map. They have scooped 
numerous awards for their work within furniture, lighting, and home accessories, 
including the Wallpaper* Design Awards.  

&Tradition is a Danish design company established in 2010 with the founding principle being 
tradition tied to innovation. Our unique portfolio of furniture and lighting spans from the 1920s 

to the present day and includes designs by internationally renowned designers.


